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The communication and all round service provided by Lianne and Matt was incredible.

We cannot thank Inspired Party enough! They were so brilliant from day one, easy to book with and
kept us informed of the process.

They even went above and beyond to create our very own bespoke mash-up for our first dance -
months in advance to give us time to prepare.

On the night our guests couldn’t rave enough about how great they were, the dance floor was never
empty and that was down to Inspired Party.

The set up was so smooth, the booth was beautifully decorated and they even give options
sympathetic to your theme on the day which we found to be a great touch.

All round amazing service, the day wouldn’t have been the same without them.

Matt & Lianne were so helpful and so approachable. They made everything so easy and without
question did everything you wanted them too do. Matt even took pictures of us on the dance floor
after the photographer left which is nice to have. Highly recommend!!

Both Lianne and Matt were keen to get to know us before our wedding and really understand the
type of music and vibe of our evening that we wanted. They took the time to make regular contact
and ask lots of questions about things that we hadnt even considered so their attention to detail was
really appreciated. Matt did amazing on the night of the wedding, the dance floor was full all night, we
all had so much fun!

Thank you Leanne and Matt for making our wedding reception so special, so fun and for ensuring
everyone remained on the dance floor with your great set! From initial enquiry through to the big day,
Matt and Leanne ensured everything was planned out, ready and matched up to what we wanted,
cannot recommend enough!

We booked Inspired Party to provide the music at our wedding in April 2022. From the very start
Lianne & Matt have provided a great service, from understanding the type of music we wanted and
prompting us with factors to consider (that we wouldn't have - i.e. taking requests etc). On the day
itself, the set up was seamless, Matt was a great DJ and I didn't leave the dancefloor!

So thoughtful, organised and played the crowd so well! Couldn’t recommend them more and it’s very
well deserved.

They have great options for display artwork and they played the exact genres and tracks requested.
Over the moon with them

So thoughtful, organised and played the crowd so well! Couldn’t recommend them more and it’s very
well deserved.

They have great options for display artwork and they played the exact genres and tracks requested.
Over the moon with them

Lianne and Matt are the dream team!
From our first enquiry to the wedding itself they were extremely helpful, personable and easy to work
with. The wedding night music was amazing with everyone from our friends to older relatives loving
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the dance floor. The set up itself was country rustic and suited the wedding vibe we were going for. I
would book them again in a heartbeat.

Amazing service. Nothing is too much for them both.
Everyone commented on how good the music was and people danced well in to the night.

Couldn’t think of anyone better to win! They really do deserve it!

Amazing from start to finish! Lianne and Matt listened to what we wanted, for our first dance we
needed the song to be edited, nothing was too much trouble for them. Organisation was great, so it
made organising the music for the wedding completely stress free. And they are just really lovely
people. There is nothing we could fault them on!

Matt and Leanne provided a marvellous service before, during and after our wedding day. The
organisation was great and lovely photos of the event posted by them for our guests to see! We
would highly recommend.

Phenomenal! We knew they’d be amazing but exceeded even our highest expectations! Matt works
incredibly well to intuitively know what song work with the crowd and at what time. I mean Rage
Against the Machine was played, at our wedding, and it was incredible! Everyone was dancing!

Matt and Lianne provided amazing service throughout the last couple of years. Even though our
wedding was postponed twice due to covid 19 they kept in touch and made the movement of
bookings easy and stress free. We had a lovely phone call the week before the wedding discussing
what kind of music we would like played for our day making it very personal. On the night Matt
played the most amazing tunes and had all the guests dancing the night away including myself who
barley left dancefloor all evening. Thank you so much for making our wedding evening so much fun!

When we first met Lianne and Matt at a wedding fair they wer very warm and friendly people and
there stand Was a professional setup which sold us right away, when we had a spoke to them a
couple of weeks before the wedding about song choices they couldn't help more even though we
was really shore what we wanted they delivered! On the night the DJ was something else he was
amazing!! The setup was great the music was fantastic was bothered at people coming up to him
asking for songs and he even stayed half an hour later then he should have, We still get people
saying that our wedding the best wedding they have ever been to because every worked and was so
relaxed and that followed on through the DJ can't recommend them enough.

Matt and Lianne provided a fantastic level of service, were very professional and we highly
recommend them!

Lianne and Matt were fantastic! The service they provided was incredible we would recommend
them to anyone!

Inspired Party were fantastic, I created the playlist, sent it to them and their DJ set on the night was
great. Would highly recommend.

Our wedding venue looked absolutely beautiful with Inspired party’s set up! It all fit in perfectly with
our theme. The music was amazing and they were so good with accommodating a surprise dance
within the set that was done for me as the bride by my husband and his whole family!
Would recommend them time and time again!

We had a great time meeting Inspired Party and deciding what music we wanted for our special day.
They were really thorough and considerate about our preferences. The day was fantastic and the
first dance was unforgettable. Great service form a great team.


